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ABFLY MEMBERS’
MEETING AND AGM
Monday 12th May 2014 @ 19:30
(doors open 19:00)
ST STEPHENS PARISH CENTRE
BRICKET WOOD
1930 – 2015: London Midland update Deborah Carr (Customer Service Manager)
Barrie Cottam (Head of West Coast services)
2015 – 2130: General discussion and ABFLY
Annual General Meeting
New members are welcome to join on the door.
Membership is £3 per household per year.
For agenda items please contact in advance:
John Webster (chairman), 75 Windmill Avenue, St
Albans, Herts, AL4 9SJ. Phone: 01727 752613
E-mail: chairman@abfly.org.uk

Above and right:
the new Abellio /
Eversholt Rail
Class 321
demonstrator
currently operating
on the Greater
Anglia route
demonstrates the
transformation in
quality that is
possible with
decent investment
in old rolling stock.

GREATER ANGLIA / EVERSHOLT RAIL CLASS 321 DEMONSTRATOR
The 26-year-old Class 321s operating on the Abbey Line are now some of the dirtiest and most cosmetically tired
vehicles on the network, as photos in the previous newsletter testified. Unfortunately in the last year this situation has not
been getting any better.
In the past all trains would have been cleaned in the sidings at Watford Junction every night, but that changed several
years ago when London Midland decided they could not bear the cost of paying for the relevant trackside safety training
which cleaners needed in order to gain access to the trains. Now the trains are ‘heavy cleaned’ properly only once a
week when they return to Northampton for servicing. This is a sorry state of affairs. But it goes beyond just litter. The
state of the upholstery, carpets, ‘dado’ panels and windows is also appalling, with seat covers frayed, carpets shrunk,
side walls stained and windows scratched. In short, the 321s are in dire need of interior refurbishment.
The total Class 321 fleet comprises 117 4-car trains, split between four operators. Recently the train operator Abellio
Greater Anglia, in conjunction with Eversholt Rail Group (the owner of their 321s) refitted a unit as a demonstrator to
show what could be done to improve them. The unit, number 321448, is now in passenger service and is being used to
gather passenger feedback. It features a new paint job and a completely re-fitted interior. One half of the unit has been
fitted with a ‘suburban’ configuration, featuring 2+3 seating in Standard Class, a new First Class area with leather seats
and power sockets, and an accessible toilet. The other half of the unit has been fitted with a ‘metro’ configuration; 2+2
seating in Standard Class and more space provided in the door vestibules by setting back the draught screens. The
demonstrator also features air conditioning, previously unseen on Class 321 trains, fixed panel windows to replace
opening windows, LED lighting (Light Emitting Diodes), a passenger information system and a new traction package
which is significantly more efficient and can be used to regenerate electricity. The new trains give the impression of being
new but at a significantly reduced cost. Let us hope that one day in the near future such improvements will be seen on
the Abbey Line!

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO ABFLY?
Several people have been asking recently ‘do ABFLY still exist?’ Well the answer is emphatically ‘yes’, but we must
apologise for the lack of a regular Newsletter in the last few years. The last one was May 2013, almost a year ago. The
committee certainly recognises that we have been seriously remiss in this area. You, the Members, deserve better.
Part of the reason, it has to be said, is that it’s been a quiet year. By sheer bad luck, almost as soon as the last
Newsletter was published, it was announced that the Light Rail scheme had collapsed. The intention had been to wait
until further details of ‘what next’ had emerged from the parties involved, then to issue another Newsletter with the full
analysis, but the ‘what next’ never came. In essence the Light Rail scheme collapsed because of legal and contractual
issues. Complexities around the structure of the national rail industry, in particular the fare structures, proved to be too
difficult to unpick. As predicted by ABFLY, the proposal to take the line out of Network Rail ownership and separate it
from the London Midland franchise also turned out to be considerably more complicated than expected. As a result, it
was found that it was not possible to deliver the proposal within the available funding, and DfT abandoned the plan.
So here we are in April 2014 and it has to be said that the ABFLY committee has been through a fairly tough period of
‘reflection’. We have to ask ourselves, what have we really achieved as a campaign group since being set up in 1995?
Well the line is still open, that is perhaps the biggest success story. And the Community Rail Partnership (CRP), set up in
2005, has been very successful in continuing the early work of ABFLY in terms of marketing and promoting the line. For
example, the mini-timetables, started by ABFLY and originally only distributed to members, have now become
‘mainstream’. In 2012-13 over 11,000 of them were distributed through local libraries, council offices, tourist information
centres, businesses, schools and events. Also, thanks to the CRP, of which ABFLY is a key partner, stations have been
smartened up – in particular St Albans Abbey, which is now radically better than it was in the mid-1990s.
But on the down side, have we actually achieved anything in terms of the fundamental service pattern? The answer has
to be ‘no’. After nearly 15 years of asking (it may be over-stating the case to say that we’ve been actively ‘campaigning’),
we are back to square one as regards to an enhanced service frequency. No passing loop, no light rail – all schemes
have faltered. And through trains to London remain an oft-dismissed pipe dream.
Trains still stop running far too early in the evening, meaning the line is practically useless if you want to get home from a
night out in London, Watford or St Albans. Trains are looking increasingly tatty and careworn, with litter frequently strewn
everywhere. Absolute punctuality is still valued more highly than holding trains to maintain good connections at Watford
Junction. Passengers are left stranded at stations during times of disruptions, with no information forthcoming, as the Rail
Replacement Bus goes sailing by (if it turns up at all!). And there is a real issue with the ‘jobsworth’ attitude of some staff,
inconsistent revenue collection, and the feeling of insecurity at stations, particular late at night. In short, the Abbey Line is
still very much the poor relation within the London Midland franchise, indeed compared to the rest of the rail industry.
This is unacceptable.
So now is the time for a renewed focus on what ‘ABFLY’ really does. Are we just a supportive partner in the CRP? Yes,
but we need to be much more than that. We need to be far more active on the political scene. We need to be regularly
‘snapping at the heels’ of the London Midland management to force them to raise their game – to deliver the standards of
service that passengers deserve. And if they don’t, we need to raise it to their boss, the Department for Transport (DfT).
You’ll be pleased to know that some actions have already been taking place to get ABFLY back on track. In December
the committee met with the two local MPs, Anne Main (St Albans) and Richard Harrington (Watford) at Portcullis House
in Westminster, to explain our hopes and desires for the Abbey Line; what has happened, and what we think needs to
happen. Their support in particular will be crucial if we are to achieve real change. However the lesson learned from this
meeting was that we need to be clearer and more vocal about our objectives.
We have also started the process of trying to rebuild local political support for our aims. Hertfordshire County Council
(HCC) and DfT need to be held to account for singularly failing to achieve anything of great substance on the Abbey Line,
despite years of feasibility studies and millions of pounds of taxpayers’ money. No doubt the intentions were good, but
the fact remains that the service remains the same as it was in 1995.
On the day-to-day front, the question of who operates the line will soon become a hot topic again as London Midland’s
franchise is due to come to an end in June 2017. It is clear that apart from the aforementioned upgrading at the Abbey
station and the odd new waiting shelter here and there, London Midland have only really ‘held the fort’ rather than
effecting a step change in service. Yes, there is a new passenger information system, but it’s not much use if it can’t tell
where the train is at any one time and doesn’t offer real-time advice in the event of disruption. Incidentally, the London
Midland Passenger Charter actually states, “If your train is late, we will keep you informed as to the reason and extent of
the delay.” Perhaps this should be followed with, “does not apply to the Abbey Line”!
Passengers now look enviously at the London Overground network and see bright new, air-conditioned trains, wellmaintained stations that feel welcoming and secure, friendly staff, blanket Oystercard coverage and a high frequency
timetable. Because of this, passenger numbers on London Overground have quadrupled - in just five years. Passenger
satisfaction has also soared and punctuality is at an all-time high. It’s easy to forget that just 10 years ago this really was
a ‘Cinderella’ service; drab and dreary trains, stations where you didn’t want to spend much time, and a network which
was poorly promoted. Of course this radical change has only come about with a lot of new funding from the government,
via Transport for London (TfL). This has been a case of genuine investment, but just look at the dividends being paid.

ABBEY
LINE
2017?
Yes
please!
WHATEVER HAPPENED TO ABFLY?....continued
Yet on the Abbey Line we are still resolutely stuck in the late 1980s; where the powers-that-be still talk about ‘reducing
subsidy’, the staff treat the passengers as an inconvenience, and the Unions hamper progress, e.g. implementation of
Driver Only Operation – why does it still take THREE people to operate the train in this day and age?? And even then why
is revenue collection so patchy?
Perhaps the authorities are happy to let the status quo continue. In fact we know they are. A recent letter from Baroness
Kramer, the Minister for Transport, in response to an enquiry from St Albans MP Anne Main, is worth quoting verbatim:
“Although the St Albans Abbey branch provides a useful service for connecting St Albans with Watford, it is not intended
as a main route between St Albans and London. Indeed we would not want to encourage more London commuters to
travel from St Albans to Euston via Watford because Watford to Euston trains suffer from crowding that is at least as great
as that on Thameslink. With new high-capacity trains for Thameslink becoming available in the next two years it would not
make sense to encourage passengers to transfer to the Euston line.”
She also goes on to say:
“In the assessment that was undertaken to establish the viability of the tram proposal to replace ‘heavy rail’ on the Abbey
branch, there was a review of potential demand. This review concluded that there was little evidence to support the notion
that an increased off-peak service frequency would stimulate demand. Similarly the extra infrastructure cost for the higher
frequency was not affordable even in the tram option, so it would be even less affordable in the heavy rail option.
Upgrading the rolling stock would simply add further to the cost – and the current stock is of a main line variety which is of
far better quality than that enjoyed by many a branch line.”
Many Abbey Line supporters will find these views quite astonishing. Baroness Kramer seems to view the Abbey Line in an
almost Beeching-esque way, as merely an unnecessary duplicate route from St Albans to London. At best she has been
badly let down by her advisers, since this completely ignores the potential benefits of the route for relieving local
congestion. At worst it is downright duplicitous – perhaps a ploy by the DfT to spread misinformation as a prelude to
closure? Or has the government simply given up on encouraging people to use the railways, as they have realised that
this costs money?
Perhaps Baroness Kramer’s remarks reveal the true mission of the DfT - which is not to reduce overcrowding by
improving the capacity of the network, i.e. like any normal business would, but instead to price people off or run their
service down.
Equally the comment about rolling stock is somewhat disingenuous. Yes, the class 321s currently operating the branch
are ‘better than the average’ compared to some branch lines, in the sense that they are 4-car units designed for 100mph
operation. But that doesn’t mean the current state of their interior is acceptable. There are 2-car ‘Pacer’ and ‘Sprinter’ units
in other parts of the country which are older, carry fewer passengers and arguably ride less well than the 321s yet
because of proper investment to revamp their interiors, seem like new trains compared to our 321s.
Is it therefore now time for ABFLY to call on TfL to take over the service? Clearly they understand the benefits of
investment and know how to run a successful railway. The same may not always be said of DfT.

MAY 2014 TIMETABLE CHANGES
From May 2014 the first St Albans Abbey departure will be 4 minutes earlier, thus opening up a connection with the 0635
non-stop Euston train from Watford Junction. Between 0625 and 0945 on weekday mornings there are now connections
to six instead of four Euston expresses, though average end-to-end journey times remain basically unchanged.
Interestingly, according to the new timetable, the 0629 and 0635 departures from WJ are both scheduled to arrive at
Euston at 0652. Both are allegedly non-stop! Now work that one out….the distance from Watford to Euston is about 20
miles so even if one is doing 90mph on the slow lines and the other is doing the new maximum speed on the fast lines of
110mph then that’s only about a 2-3min differential over the distance, not 6mins! So it can only be presumed that the 0629
will be held at signals somewhere to let the 0635 catch up. Or maybe it’s just an error…..

VOLUNTEERS REQUIRED
Every charity, heritage trust or campaign group in the country is
crying out for volunteers at the moment – and unfortunately
ABFLY is no different!
In order to maintain our historical position as the respected
voice of Users on the Watford to St Albans branch line, it is
important that the majority of our committee is made up of
regular users. At the moment that is far from the case. Although
the committee do an admirable job of keeping things going and
it has some very long-standing members, we would really like
to recruit ‘new blood’ and preferably from among the ranks of
daily sufferers.

WATFORD JUNCTION
IMPROVEMENT WORKS
During 2014 and 2015, the line into London Euston
will be closed on certain days to carry out
improvement works to the route. The closures are
necessary to deliver an £81m project that will see the
replacement of 12 miles of track, signalling and
overhead power lines in the Watford area. This
essential work is part of a £120m scheme to improve
reliability on the route between Milton Keynes and
London Euston.
Benefits to passengers are expected to include:

So if you are one of those who:
•

believes in continuous improvement of train services

•
•
•

•

has a passion for seeing the Abbey Line develop into a
serious, mass-carrying transport corridor for Herts

•

•

isn’t afraid to speak their mind

The dates of the closures are:

…then please do consider joining the ABFLY committee. We
are looking for PROACTIVE PEOPLE to fill the following
volunteer vacancies:
•
•
•

Secretary
Publicity Officer
Website / Social Media Manager

Please contact John Webster (chairman) if you are interested
in any of these roles.

2014
•
•
•
•
•

ABFLY ON SOCIAL MEDIA
ABFLY has at long last entered the world of social media.
You can now ‘Like’ our Facebook page, and by doing so post
photos or comments; visit www.facebook.com/abflyrail
You can also follow us on Twitter; we are @abflyusers

Facebook
www.facebook.com/abflyrail

@abflyusers

3-5 May
9-11 August
16-18 August
23-26 August
24-29 December

2015
•
•
•

Phone: 01727 752613
E-mail: chairman@abfly.org.uk

Twitter:

A more punctual and reliable train service
Modern infrastructure for a smoother ride
More fences to discourage trespass and
reduce cable theft
Future line speeds of 125mph

14-15 February
21-23 February
3-7 April

Please visit the London Midland website or ask at a
London Midland booking office for information about
alternative travel arrangements.

LETTERS & ARTICLES
The editor is always happy to receive and publish
newsletter contributions from members. So if you
have something to say, please do get in touch:
Dave Horton, ABFLY newsletter editor
8 Leighton Way
Belper
DE56 1SX.
E-mail dave_horton@btinternet.com

